
April 07, 2008 Monday Rabi-ul-Awwal 29, 1429 

Wanted: a civilised force

THE latest twist in the ongoing episode between teachers and personnel of Pakistan 
Rangers at the University of Karachi is not only unfortunate but also reeks of blatant high-
handedness on the part of the latter. The poor professor, who was beaten up by armed 
guards on duty over a minor incident on March 31, now faces a litany of charges that 
ironically should have been good enough for him to file a suit against his tormentors. The 
Rangers had initially detained two officials involved in the horrific incident, but 
imperatives of perceived institutional esteem seemed to have forced a change of heart and 
they have now lodged a four-count FIR against the professor. As anybody in his right 
frame of mind would testify, the chances are almost non-existent of a scholarly professor, 
who was unarmed and alone at the time of the incident, using criminal force to deter a 
bunch of armed guards intoxicated with notions of being masters of all they could survey.

Seen in the larger context of the presence of paramilitary force in Karachi, the episode is a 
clear indicator of why the Rangers are held in contempt by people of all shades and hues 
of opinion. The haughty demeanour of their rank and file is enough to put one off, to 
begin with. Add to it their propensity to show scant respect for the law and encroach on 
civilian property they have no right to. They are known to have arbitrarily taken over 
educational institutions and hostels — the Jinnah Courts is a blatant example — to base 
themselves without thinking twice about the inconvenience they are causing to others. 
Small wonder that a rational, civilised mind struggles to accept them as fellow human 
beings. The Rangers’ high command would do well to recognise that this approach rubs 
people on the wrong side and contributes to the unpopularity of the paramilitary force.

The misplaced arrogance and sense of superiority on display might have been acceptable 
to the public had the Rangers been able to control the worsening law and order situation. 
But that has not been the case. People have been critical, and rightly so, of the manner in 
which the Rangers tend to behave every time there is a crisis in the metropolis; taking 
shelter in their dens when the trouble is at its peak, and returning to the scene hours later 
when everything stands gutted. May 12, Oct 18, Dec 27 bear testimony to this effect. A 
security force that inspires trust and confidence is what the city needs. Till that happens, 
however, the Rangers can at least begin to take lessons in civilised behaviour and basic 



courtesy.

April 11, 2008 Friday Rabi-us-Sani 4, 1429 

Managing campus security

IN a show of defiance, the Rangers abandoned their security duties at the University of 
Karachi campus last Friday. Until Thursday, they had refused to return despite repeated 
requests. In the intervening week, there has been a clash between student groups on the 
campus and the teaching process has remained suspended for the last four days. The 
paramilitary force functions under the directives of the university administration and on the 
orders of the provincial governor, who also happens to be the chancellor of the university. 
That being so, the Rangers could not have refused to continue with the assignment even if 
they wanted to. This is how military discipline works. That the force left its positions 
without even intimating the university administration, as such, is an act of gross 
indiscipline and needs to be handled with the asceticism that is the hallmark of an existence 
in uniform.

The plea taken by senior Rangers personnel in their meeting with the vice-chancellor a day 
later also needs to be seen in due context. In their words, they had moved away because 
teachers were demanding their removal from the campus in the wake of an ugly incident in 
which the law enforcers had thrashed an associate professor. The teachers, naturally, were 
demanding a phased withdrawal. And, then, the Rangers did not intervene when the 
students clashed even though they were very much on the campus, resting. It was a clear 
case of blackmail to underline their indispensability.

The biggest loser in this unfortunate tussle between the teachers and the law-enforcement 
agency happens to be the body of students that has lost crucial days at a time when the 
current semester is about to end. Though the university is set to resume functioning from 
today, it is not clear if security on the campus will be taken care of. There have been 
attempts to get some alternatives in place, but nothing concrete has emerged thus far. Life 
at the campus, as such, will remain jittery and uncertain for some time to come. If there is 
one lesson to be learnt from the episode, it is the simple fact that the university is in dire 
need of a full-fledged security apparatus of its own. It is all the more essential in view of 
the revival of student unions that was announced by the prime minister in his inaugural 



speech.

Old wine in old bottle

By Ayesha Siddiqa

THESE are new times for Pakistan which are full of hope. The new government has the 
opportunity to change the future and bring greater sanity to relations between the state 
and society. Since the elections, everyone has been reminding themselves not to be too 
rigid in judging the new political dispensation and to give it time. However, one becomes 
nervous at the sight of old wine in old bottle.

Recently, a Karachi University professor, Dr Riaz, was beaten up and harassed by the 
Rangers. Reportedly, the paramilitary force also registered an FIR against him. The 
professor was brutalised by the Rangers posted to control violence on campus. Since then, 
other incidents have also occurred such as the harassment of former Sindh chief minister 
Arbab Ghulam Rahim in the Sindh Assembly and Sher Afgan Khan Niazi in Lahore. While 
the PPP has condemned these incidents, its newest coalition partner the MQM and the 
opposition PML-Q, have gone into agitation mode. They have been demanding an 
apology and asking the PPP to take responsibility for the incident. The PPP, of course, 
denies any involvement. The question then is what is happening, especially when it seemed 
that things would be improving?

The case of the Karachi University professor is simple. He was a victim of highhandedness 
by agencies that are still powerful and do not show any signs of change. Of course, this 
would take some time but a transformation really depends on how the new government 
manages to play the game. Whether it adopts a defensive or a proactive strategy towards 
correcting the power balance will make the real difference.

As for the two incidents, there are two explanations for these. First, this was genuinely the 
revenge of people who had suffered for eight years under the previous regime and who 
now felt that it was their chance to teach the prominent cronies of the previous regime a 
lesson. Second, some hidden hands are still at work to keep the new government weak. 
The weakening of the government benefits the establishment because it could always turn 
around and say that the new government or politicians in general are irresponsible and 
cannot run the country.

This will always make a good case for the ‘men on horseback’ to take over in future. The 
MQM and the PML-Q have not changed their tactics. In fact, the MQM is the wild card in 
the coalition. The anger of its top leadership can make or break the government. There is 



also the possibility that some hidden forces could be working to break the partnership 
between the PML-N and the PPP. The relationship of the Sharif brothers with the 
president and the party’s agenda to restore the judiciary might be unacceptable to the 
establishment. Hence, the chaos in Lahore.

A third possibility is that the establishment, which includes political forces in the ruling 
coalition, might want to drive a wedge between the civil society, the lawyer’s movement 
and the people. They have all the right tools in their hands to make the divide possible. For 
instance, the media, which has always been with the establishment, could be used to 
discredit the lawyers’ movement. Powerful segments of the media have always been part 
of the establishment and willingly play the game.But such problems will recur and cannot 
be solved until and unless the new government is willing to challenge the establishment. 
Space vis-à-vis the establishment will have to be created because it will not be ceded 
voluntarily. Prime Minister Gilani will have to spell out his priorities and ask the 
establishment to follow suit. This would include making the agencies transparent and 
accountable. He should begin by appointing a committee to investigate and restructure the 
agencies under his control and ask the military to do the same in its own set-up.

Mr Gilani must create a credible socioeconomic development agenda. Although he has 
promised to provide a job per family, he has to make it workable in a manner that it 
appears more than just a slogan. Right now, the economy does not have the capacity to 
fulfill the above objective. The health and education corps is a good idea but this can only 
provide temporary relief. The amount of pay given to the youngsters might not be 
sufficient for a family’s sustenance.

A parallel approach would be to revitalise industry and agriculture. Better industrial 
performance will require greater power generation. Matters have not been made easy by 
the US which has blocked the Iran-Pakistan-India pipeline and is not willing to relax trade 
quotas on textile or issue visas to Pakistani businessmen. Given the US travel advisory, it 
is also difficult for American businessmen to visit Pakistan.

The agricultural sector also requires revolutionary changes to improve productivity. The 
current state of affairs is not encouraging. The producers are constantly manipulated by 
the industrialists. For instance, despite a good crop of sugarcane the grower did not 
benefit because sugar manufacturers, who are all politically well-connected and powerful 
people, manage policies to twist the arms of the farmers. Farmers are often stranded 
outside these mills with their sugarcane and are not paid in time. This increases the cost of 
production and lowers financial benefits.

Then there is the problem of no control over the quality of fertilisers and pesticides which 
make for the bulk of the cost for a farmer. An old study on agriculture in Punjab showed 
that over 50 per cent of the farmers have a negative income. This is one reason why a 
number of big landlords became industrialists with their main income being generated from 
the industrial units rather than land itself.

Perhaps, a good idea, as a friend recently suggested, would be to bring in foreign 
investment into agriculture to expand the possibilities of agricultural output. Although 



Prime Minister Gilani has announced the lining of water courses as part of the 100-day 
plan, the fact is that Pakistan’s water crisis will increase and might not be able to shoulder 
the burden of growing cash crops which require high quantities of water. The problem of 
brackish water around major cities would affect agriculture as well. But an important issue 
is that we cannot afford to use traditional methods of irrigation.

Of course, none of the above can be achieved without the government becoming proactive 
and promoting peace amongst the various segments of society. The poor of this country 
are as important as the top leadership of the political parties. The new government must 
bring peace all over. This would mean sorting out tensions including those related to the 
judiciary. Shoving dissent in a corner creates greater frustration which can only strengthen 
the agencies rather than the political regime. Someone has to break the nefarious cycle and 
push the country forward. n

The writer is an independent strategic and political analyst.

ayesha.ibd@gmail.com

April 08, 2008 Tuesday Rabi-us-Sani 1, 1429 

KU teacher’s manhandling

THIS refers to the ugly incident of manhandling of a scholar of Karachi University, Dr 
Riaz Ahmed, by the Rangers (‘Rangers beat up KU teacher’, April 1). Dr Ahmed has three 
distinctions: first, he is one of the two academics of Karachi University having PhD from 
the prestigious Cambridge University.

Second, Dr Ahmed is an outstanding teacher and researcher of his department, Applied 
Chemistry.

Third, and more significant, Dr Ahmed is an untiring campaigner of human rights, 
especially ‘the freedom of expression’, exercised by academics.

When four of us were twice charge-sheeted and ultimately served the final show-cause 



notice for dismissal from our jobs by the army-appointed retired bureaucrat vice-
chancellor of Sindh University, Dr Ahmed unflinchingly stood by us and wrote a number 
of letters and organised corner meetings in our support.

When I opposed the four-year bachelors degree programme imposed by the HEC on the 
poor students of Pakistan, and was stigmatised by the Sindh University authorities and 
their stooges, Dr Ahmed stood by me. When Agha Nasir Hussain and his three colleagues 
challenged the authoritarian style of the retired brigadier-turned-vice chancellor of 
Balochistan University, who ultimately dismissed them, Dr Riaz Ahmed supported them in 
their difficult hours.

Thus, the humiliation of Dr Ahmed is the collective humiliation of the academic 
community of Pakistan. I strongly condemn it. And urge the new government to punish 
the culprits and withdraw the Rangers from all university campuses all over the country.

DR MEHTAB ALI SHAH
Sindh University, Jamshoro

April 15, 2008 Tuesday Rabi-us-Sani 8, 1429 

VC’s response

Referring to the news item on manhandling of the KU teacher, (April 4) the Pakistani civil 
society seems to be operating in a surreal, parallel world.

In another news item on April 1 in which a case was registered against the teacher, the VC 
of the institution responded without any sense of irony, “I don’t know what response I 
should give to this since it is an individual act.”

If the chief executive of any organization, who has a legal duty to care about its 
employees, has to ask as to when he is unwilling or unable to act, the answer generally is: 
resign.

R MATIF
London



April 16, 2008 Wednesday Rabi-us-Sani 9, 1429 

KU teacher’s manhandling

I WAS an alumnus of the University of Karachi in the 1970s. For me, the news about a 
professor being beaten up inside the university has come as a big shock. This is not the 
first time it has happened and what is really appalling is the slow and non-committal 
response of the vice chancellor and the university administration.

It is good to see the Teachers Society taking a strong stance. But the VC, being the head 
of the institution, should have come out more strongly. I wonder what kind of comfort the 
teachers, students and non-teaching staff of the university would take knowing that their 
VC cannot even openly criticise the action.

The University of Karachi has been suffering from lack of highly educated teaching staff, 
what kind of ‘job advertisement’ this kind of incident and lack of action from the VC is 
giving out to budding talent who would want to enter this noble profession?

I will request the university administration to take strong action in protecting their staff 
and send out an unequivocal message to the academia that they care about them.

TARIQ RASHID
Sydney

April 18, 2008 Friday Rabi-us-Sani 11, 1429 

Manhandling of KU teacher

WISH to recollect a stanza from the verse of Qasim Pirzada, who is now the VC of 
Karachi University.



Qaum agar talab karay tum se ilaje teergi

sahibe ikhtiar ko aag

laga diya karo

You have proved true to your thoughts and words in the soft-handling of this appalling 
incident at KU.

M. M. KHAN
Karachi


